Dialog phones and Aastra 470
Flexibility, investment protection,
guaranteed future and high availability: These are some of the features
that characterize and make Aastra’s
communications systems outstanding.

They combine award-winning design
with excellent sound quality and high
performance functionality.
In keeping with Aastra’s philosophy, the
dialogue phones are also outstanding
through their user-friendliness and intuitive operation. This saves the long time
spent reading the user’s guide: Just connect the phones and enjoy the functions!

The potential of Dialog phones can
be fully utilized when these phones
are combined with Aastra 470 communication server. Dialog phones are
highly appreciated in everyday use
because of their excellent quality and The Dialog phones are available in classic
white or elegant grey color.
multiple functions.

Dialog phones are
convincing in everyday
use because of their
clearly structured menus
and user-friendliness.

Digital Dialog phones
Dialog 4220 Lite

Dialog 4220 Lite

Dialog 4222 Office

Dialog Professional 4223

Dialog 4223 Professional

This compact, economical, digital termi- This digital multi-function model offers
nal has all the basic functions required extensive, additional system functions
making it more convenient for heavy
for office communication.
phone users.
Dialog 4220 Lite is meant for users seeking to deploy traditional telephone func- The softkeys, the central and versatile
tions with excellent voice quality. It is a operating controls, accompany the user
robust user-friendly phone which can be through the contextual menu list.
very easily integrated into visitor or servThe freely configurable keys give the
ice application environments.
user access to convenient team keys,
functions or phone numbers.
Dialog 4222 Office
Dialog 4222 Office is a digital worksta- The team keys show at a glance which
tion phone which has all the functions team members are currently free/
required for office communication.
engaged, or have an incoming or waiting call.
It is extremely user-friendly, with its two
line graphic display. In addition the ter- The function keys give simple and direct
minal has a hands-free function, a head- access to the required functions. It takes
set socket asas well as its own headset just a single key stroke to divert calls or
key.
activate a voicemail box!

Dialog 4220 Lite

Dialog 4222 Office

Dialog 4223 Professional
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Display
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Operating controls
Fixed function keys
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Features
Call preparation
Name dialling
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Suppression of the call number display
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Call waiting
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Brokering
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Entries in private telephone directory
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Access to central phone book
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Listening by loudspeaker
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Hands-free operation
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Conference Call
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Voice Mail
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Send/receive text messages
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Private Call with PIN
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Phone lock
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RJ11

RJ11
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Headset
Wall mounting

.

Optional connections
Headset
Expansion keypad module (KPU)
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